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Abstract 

In natural hearing we sense direction, distance and surrounding space of a sound source. In 

stereo playback over loudspeakers at +/-30
0
 we perceive real and phantom sources. Auditory 

cues for source direction, distance and surroundings are present, but are often corrupted by 

the loudspeakers themselves, by their placement in the room and by room reflections due to 

their radiation pattern. Loudspeakers and room can be perceptually hidden from attention. 

Reflections must be sufficiently delayed and mimic the direct sound by having the same 

spectral content. What remains is a 3-dimensional phantom auditory scene in front of the 

listener, behind the loudspeakers. Such scene can be studied with confidence to determine 

spatial plausibility and believability of a stereophonic recording/mix. Loudspeakers with 

constant directivity, such as omni, dipole or cardioid, are necessary to realize this benefit.   

1. Introduction 

The recording and reproduction of sound in stereophonic format has been practiced for many 

decades. In its simplest implementation two microphones pick up the sound at one location 

in a specific environment. The two electrical signal streams are stored on a CD and played 

back at a later time, in a different environment, over two loudspeakers. A listener perceives 

sounds coming from the loudspeakers and from between the loudspeakers. The room exerts 

a strong influence upon the clarity and tonal balance that is heard. More than two 

microphones will have been used in most recordings and their electrical output signal 

streams will have been mixed down to two channels. The process of placing a multiplicity of 

microphones in specific locations and then combining their output signal streams, as the 

program material demands, has become an art-form. It is guided by the sensibilities and 

expectations of producer and consumer. Recording decisions are based upon what is heard 

from the monitor loudspeakers in their acoustic environment.  Typically there is little 

resemblance between a recording studio and the playback room of any consumer of the 

recording, Fig. 1. 

 

Sound always exists in a space [1]. We hear both the direct sound from a source and the 

response of the space to that source via multitudes of reflections. As a species we have 

developed the ability to distinguish direct sound and reflections generated by one source 

from those of another source, which may exist in the same or in a different location. Our 

brain continually analyzes the streams of air pressure variations at the eardrums for patterns 

that match memory, or could be new, and must be responded to by motion. We have 
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memory of the natural Gestalt of sources and even in different environments, or when we 

receive few cues at the eardrums, do we recognize the source. [2] – [5] 

 

 

 

Figure 1: My living and listening room.  

No special acoustic treatment is provided, just the normal “stuff of life”. 

 

In the transmission of sound from an acoustic event to the microphones, to loudspeakers and 

listener many natural cues are lost and artificial, misleading cues have been introduced. In 

particular, the spatial relationship of sources to each other and their environment is rarely 

recorded in a natural way, or believably reproduced over the typical loudspeaker setup in a 

typical room. Microphones have been capable for a long time to sample the full spectrum 

and dynamics of audible sound. Loudspeakers can be readily built that cover the full 

spectrum of sound and with dynamics greater than enough to overload an acoustically small 

space. How to record and how to reproduce spatial detail in stereo will be discussed below 

from the perspective of a loudspeaker designer. I listen to a wide range of music, though 

mostly classical, in my own living room, Fig.1. I believe that many recording engineers and 

also many loudspeaker designers are not aware of the wonderful illusion that we can create 

with simple two-channel reproduction, when we minimize misleading data streams at the 

ears and cooperate with natural hearing processes in the brain. Stereo in its purest form is 

about recording real sources and reproducing them over two loudspeakers in a room as 

phantom sources, without hearing room and loudspeakers, while generating a believable 

illusion of sound sources in their spatial context. Timbre, localization and spaciousness of 

the illusion are essential contributors to a satisfying auditory experience. They should be 

preserved from recording to reproduction. 

  

2. A systematic approach to stereo 

This will be a view of stereo, as if I had the assignment to record an acoustic event like I 

heard it and then to reproduce it in my mind as simply as possible at a later time. The design 

solution should be practical, convenient and cost effective.   
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2.1. Binaural recording and playback 

2.1.1. Recording sound pressure streams at the eardrums 

The first decision in my assignment will be to select the location from where I hear the 

acoustic event. If I were to record a concert in a symphony hall I would find “the best seat”. 

A listener to my recording would have an acoustically familiar experience, assuming he/she 

is used to hear the orchestra from an audience perspective, because he knows already the 

Gestalt of such events.  

 

I would record the sound pressure variations at my ear drums while facing the orchestra and 

holding my head as still as possible [6]. Playback would be over headphones that are 

equalized to recreate at my eardrums the exact air pressure variations from the recording 

session, Fig. 2. Such equalization is not trivial but can be accomplished with a DSP engine. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Recording the sound pressure streams at the eardrums using a small diameter, 

flexible tube with a small microphone capsule at its remote end. (b) Headphone reproduction 

after the signal transmission chain has been equalized using the same tube microphone. 

 

2.1.2. Hearing the reproduced eardrum signals  

What will I hear when my eardrum signals from the recording session have been repro-

duced? My brain will create from the signal streams an Auditory Scene that has an extremely 

high degree of similarity with what I heard originally. When I close my eyes I may think that 

I am back in the concert hall. The tonality of the auditory scene is the same. Instrument 

sounds and noises are coming from the directions that I remember, though may seem to be 

closer. But there are significant differences in the behavior of the reproduced Gestalt. The 

auditory scene does not change when I move my head. It moves, tilts and walks with me 

without changing Auditory Perspective. I cannot turn my head towards the noisy visitor from 

the recording session. Nor can I tune him out as I did then. The eminently important ability 

to adjust my Auditory Horizon has been lost. Thus, I may now become aware of air 

conditioner noise that I did not remember hearing and possibly other intrusions into the 

auditory scene. I may notice the absence of tactile sensations.  
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2.1.3. Other individuals hearing my eardrum signals 

What are other persons likely hear when they listen to my eardrum equalized recording using 

the same headphones? First of all they have not experienced the auditory scene of the 

recording session, though they may be very familiar with such Gestalt. They are likely to be 

impressed by the realism and believability of what they hear. But their brain will also receive 

cues that are misleading to the degree that my head shape, pinna, ear canal and torso differ 

from theirs. Thus the tonality of their auditory scene may be different at high frequencies. 

Source directions could be somewhat changed but, most significantly, source distances will 

be foreshortened. Out-of-head localization will be difficult in front, though relatively easy to 

the sides, rear and top. Even if a corresponding visual scene is presented simultaneously to 

the auditory scene, the Auditory Distances seem shorter than the visual distances [7].  

2.1.4. A head-tracking demonstration 

The reduction of Auditory Distance between listener and sources within the auditory scene is 

a normal perception, whenever the signals at the eardrums are independent of head 

movement. In the limit, when proper auditory cues are missing, the auditory scene will be 

placed inside the head, between the ears. I have experienced a demonstration that illustrated 

the importance of head turning to the perception of distance [8], [9]: A dual mono 

presentation of a jazz quartet over headphones produced a monaural auditory scene between 

my ears. A movement tracking device on top of my head was turned on, like in Fig. 3. A few 

left-to-right turns of my head and suddenly the auditory scene had moved clear across the 

room to the door that I was looking at. It was still of the same size and timbre as perceived 

initially, but now at a large Auditory Distance, floating in the room in front of the distant 

door. I turned a full 360 degrees and the AS was perceived from all angles as being in front 

of the door across the room. Now as I was looking towards the distant auditory scene the 

head tracking device was turned off. Nothing happened. The auditory scene was still over 

there. A left-to-right turn of my  head and still nothing happened. The jazz quartet continued 

to play over there. A few more movements of my head and suddenly I perceived the auditory 

scene sliding towards me, accelerating and locking into my head between the ears.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of a motion tracker on top of the head band (Smyth Research) 

 

What had happened here is that first the frequency response of the headphone signals had 

been continuously changing according to the direction that I was facing. The initial system 
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calibration was for the door across the room. As I moved my brain became trained by 

consistent directional cues for the changing auditory scene, which it memorized. Thus, upon 

turning off the head tracking device, nothing happened initially. Only after further left-to-

right turns, which repeatedly produced inconsistent auditory cues, did the brain give up and 

place the auditory scene between the ears, because it could no longer locate the auditory 

scene outside the head. 

2.1.5. Head diffraction and directional hearing 

The human head diffracts a sound-wave depending upon its frequency and angle of 

incidence. At low frequencies and long wavelengths the head is a small obstacle and only the 

arrival time and phase difference between the signals at the eardrums is of usefulness for 

directional hearing (ITD). At high frequencies, where the wavelengths are small compared to 

the head size, it can block the soundwaves producing level differences at the eardrums that 

vary with the angle of wave incidence (ILD). Furthermore the head shape and the particular 

details of the pinna shape and the ear canal act as filters, which shape the spectrum of the 

incident wave before it reaches the eardrum. Directional hearing ability is weak in the 

transitional range between 700 Hz and 3 kHz. Much of our directional hearing can be 

described by the Head-Related-Transfer-Function. This function depends to varying degree 

upon the individual anatomy. It changes for close source distances and differs to some extent 

between free-field and diffuse-field sound incidence. The HRTF behavior is inconsistent 

with the observation that the tonality of a sound that I hear is largely independent of the 

angle of sound incidence. For example, a person is talking to me and I turn my head 90 

degrees. The ear drum signal spectra change dramatically, yet the person sounds essentially 

the same [10]. 

 

The head-tracking demonstration showed me the importance of head movement to find the 

auditory distance and direction for the auditory scene in my head relative to the outside 

world. Head-tracking is essential for creating an Artificial Reality and is sometimes used in 

arcade video games. If we could add head-tracking to the binaural recording and reproduc-

tion process, then we would have a system that works essentially independent of any 

individual‟s anatomy. It would become easy for the brain to overcome remaining misleading 

cues in order to experience a believable auditory scene, especially when combined with 

visual cues. Only tactile sensations would be lacking, unless they were recorded and 

reproduced also.  

2.1.6. Trade-offs in binaural recording and playback 

A binaural system is capable of exceptional tonal and spatial fidelity, if the system response 

is calibrated for a specific individual.. Head-tracking is less needed. Source distance cues are 

usually present in the signal streams, in their envelope and amplitude. Though normally we 

turn our head towards a new sound to find or confirm the direction and distance from which 

it is coming.  

 

What has been described so far is not a very practical system and must be simplified. 

Inevitably this will lead to compromised performance. First of all, the recording can be made 

with an artificial head and torso in place of a live person, Fig. 4(a). The shape and 

dimensions are the average of a large number of individuals. The mechanical behavior of the 
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construction material for the outer ear matches that of a real ear. Microphones are coupled to 

the eardrum locations. Recordings may be played back using supra-aural headphones, which 

are acoustically open and less subject to ear cavity resonances. Their frequency response is 

nominally flat, but that varies with individual users. It is relatively easy, though, to equalize 

them and to remove the worst resonances. Listening to a recording reveals a highly realistic 

auditory scene. Tonality is correct if the broad ear canal resonance has been equalized with a 

notch filter. Sound sources are perceived in their real angular directions, forwards, to the side 

and above. There is a real sense of continuous space in which the sounds occur. But there is 

a problem, which to me makes headphone-listening an unsatisfactory experience: Distances 

to the sources are foreshortened and frontal sources are located inside my head.   

 

(a)            (b)  

 

Figure 4:  Artificial head (a) and sphere microphone (b) 

 

 

Binaural recording can be simplified while preserving correct tonal and directional cues by 

placing the microphones at the entrance to the ear canal, which they block. This removes the 

ear canal frequency response from the recording but preserves the spectral cues that the 

pinna imparts at higher frequencies upon sounds from different directions.  

2.1.7. The sphere microphone 

In a further simplification the artificial head is replaced by a sphere of 17.5 cm diameter, 

with microphones flush mounted to where the ear canal opening should be or at 180
0
 to each 

other, Fig. 4(b). Now, without a pinna, there is no differentiation between sounds arriving 

from the front or rear hemispheres. Intensity and particularly timing differences between the 

two microphone signals still carry a strong resemblance to a real head. Excellent natural 

sounding recordings can be made with a sphere microphone not just for headphones but also 

for loudspeaker reproduction. I am always amazed by the amount of realistic information 

that the brain is able to extract from sound streams, even when many tonal and directional 

cues are missing.  
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2.2.  Loudspeaker presentation of a stereo recording 

2.2.1. Localizing sound from a single loudspeaker 

Stereo recordings are played back over two loudspeakers in rooms of various sizes and 

shapes. Let us first listen to a single loudspeaker in a room, playing back, for example, the 

same single microphone recording of a jazz quartet that I had heard in the head-tracking 

demonstration, Fig. 5.  

 

(a) (b)   

Figure 5: Direct sound and reflections from a mono loudspeaker in a room (a). 

Model of a dipole loudspeaker near a room corner and its reflected images (b). 

 

The sound unmistakably originates from the single loudspeaker in the room, outside of my 

head. Even if I cannot see the loudspeaker I can localize it, especially when it is free-

standing in the room. The distance from me to the jazz quartet sound is the same as to the 

loudspeakers and possibly more. As I hear the reverberation of the instrument sounds in the 

recording venue, I have a sense of space surrounding the instruments and also of depth. If the 

group had been recorded in an anechoic chamber, I would hear them as sounding very dry. 

The width of the presentation is too narrow for the quartet, but would be just right if the 

loudspeakers were small and reproduced a single voice. The acoustic center of the 

loudspeaker should be at the height of the listener‟s ears for the sound to appear coming 

from the front and not from above or below. We recognize source height and distance by the 

floor reflection and other cues. 

2.2.2. Frequency response of the mono loudspeaker 

What should be the frequency response of the loudspeaker? If I want to accurately reproduce 

what the microphone picked up, then the frequency response must be flat and cover at least 

the same frequency range as the microphone did. Certainly this must be the case for the 

signal travelling directly from the loudspeaker to my ears. If I do not want the sound to 

change, as I sit or stand in different parts of the room, then the loudspeaker must radiate 

uniformly, with the same flat frequency response, into all directions. The loudspeaker must 

be an acoustically small source to exhibit such behavior. A pulsating sphere, a monopole, is 

“the mother of all loudspeakers”.  An omni-directional loudspeaker is the practical 

implementation of such monopole source. Uniform radiation into all directions will cause a 

multitude of room reflections and reverberation of the radiated signal, Fig. 6. The response 
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to a loud handclap reveals much about the room‟s acoustic Gestalt. An impulse radiated 

from the monopole is used to describe the room mathematically in time and frequency 

domains. I am convinced that we perform such room acoustic analysis pre-consciously, upon 

entering a new space, using whatever sounds are present. It is a survival mechanism that 

allows us to quickly determine direction and distance of surprising sounds amongst a 

multitude of reflections and other sounds. We hear the monaural loudspeaker source and find 

that it is located in a reverberant space. We adjust our acoustic horizon to what requires 

attention. Thus we can also hear the spatiality in the monaural recording if it contains cues 

from its venue. For source localization we perceptually differentiate between direct and 

reflected sounds depending on their strength and delay. We mostly ignore the multiplicity of 

images of the mono loudspeaker in the room surfaces, and thereby move the room beyond 

the auditory horizon. [11] – [14] 

 

(a)  (b)  

 

Figure 6: Direct and reflected signals for a 3 kHz toneburst from the left dipole loudspeaker 

in Fig.1 and Fig.14. (a) At location A during 50 ms. (b) At location B during 400 ms. [14] 

 

2.2.3. Realism of the center phantom source  

Now let me add a second loudspeaker and play the jazz quartet in dual mono. The two 

loudspeakers and listener are arranged in the form of an equilateral triangle. The loudspeak-

ers are seen at +/-30
0
 from the center axis, Fig. 7.  

 

   

Figure 7: Monaural phantom source between two loudspeakers 
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I hear the jazz quartet in front of me, though less focused than when coming from the single 

loudspeaker. Moving my head a small distance to the left readily moves the quartet into the 

left loudspeaker. A movement to the right moves the quartet into the right loudspeaker. 

Turning my head left-to-right neither affects the positioning of the phantom source nor its 

tonality. It is perceived like a real source even though the eardrum signals do not change in 

the exactly same way as those from a real source would, like from a center loudspeaker, in 

front of me when I turn my head. The brain is working with a multiplicity of misleading cues 

and makes sense of them. Thus the distance of the phantom source is based on distance cues 

that the left and right loudspeakers provide themselves by their direct signals and room 

reflections. These cues place the phantom source slightly behind a line connecting the 

loudspeakers. I have observed occasionally that highly directional loudspeakers in a highly 

absorptive environment with low reflections can produce a center phantom source, a female 

voice that floats in front of the line between the loudspeakers. In an anechoic room the center 

phantom source can even manifest inside the head, which mimics headphone listening.  

 

Clearly then, two loudspeakers can produce a perceptual event that has no precedence in 

nature and evolution. The brain adapts to the situation by comparing the novel auditory cues 

to familiar ones. Two identical signal streams arriving from symmetrically placed sources at 

both ears can only mean that there is a sound source half-way between the loudspeakers, 

even when we cannot detect direct signals coming from that direction. We can distinguish, 

though, the phantom center source from a real source, a center loudspeaker. The phantom 

source is less focused and has a different tonality. The reason is acoustic cross-talk between 

left and right loudspeaker signals at the ears and secondly, spectral coloration due to a 30 

degree angle of sound incidence versus 0 degree for the frontal source. Monaural pink noise 

clearly shows a comb filtering effect that occurs slightly to the left and right of the “sweet 

spot”. It has been called the fatal flaw of stereo, which would be correct to say if we only 

listened to unnatural test signals [15]. Since we know the Gestalt of human voice, violin, 

piano, etc. the brain fills in and that flaw is rarely noticed.  

2.2.4. Crosstalk cancellation 

The difference between a phantom center and a center loudspeaker can be corrected with a 

cross-talk cancelling circuit in the electrical signal path. The left loudspeaker produces a 

desired signal at the left ear and an undesired signal at the right ear. The right loudspeaker 

channel is programmed to produce a desired signal at the right ear and simultaneously a 

signal that cancels the undesired signal from the left loudspeaker at the right ear. Since this 

combined signal is also transmitted to some degree to the left ear it will be cancelled by a 

corresponding signal from the left loudspeaker, and so on. Due to phase shift errors this 

process only works over a small volume around the “sweet spot”. Other locations in the 

room receive signals that sound unnatural, Fig. 8. 

 

The cross-talk issue can also be resolved mechanically. The two loudspeakers are moved as 

close together as possible. A large sheet of plywood is placed between the loudspeakers 

extending to the nose of the listener in front of and at some distance from the loudspeakers. 

The large panel blocks signals from the left loudspeaker reaching the right ear and vice versa 

for the right loudspeaker. This setup behaves essentially like listening to headphones, but 

from a distance and without in-the-head localization. [16] [17]  
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(a)   (b)   (c)  

 

Figure 8: Crosstalk cancellation. Normal stereo setup (a). “Stereo Dipole” setup for 

crosstalk cancellation and a wide phantom sound stage (b). Setup with mechanical barrier, 

which replaces the electrical compensation of the loudspeaker drive signals (c) 

 

Electrical or mechanical cross-talk cancellation schemes have not found wide adoption in the 

market. Many audiophiles are quite willing to live with the flaws of stereo, particularly since 

the brain can accommodate them knowing the Gestalt of natural acoustic sources and events. 

2.2.5. Frequency response of the stereo loudspeakers 

The sound streams at the eardrums are spectrally colored by the angle of sound incidence 

due to diffraction, as described by the measured HRTF. The center phantom source 

perception is based upon a 30
0
 horizontal HRTF, while a real center source would have a 0

0
 

HRTF. Thus it would seem that the loudspeaker frequency response should be corrected to 

emulate a 0
0
 sound incidence.  

 

 

(a)  

 

(b)  

 

Figure 9: Sound pressure at a fixed point on a rigid sphere for different angles of sound 

incidence (a). Sound pressure at 22.5
0
 and 45

0
 incidence relative to 0

0
 incidence for a 17.5 

cm sphere (b). The dotted curve is the inverse of the loudspeaker equalization. 

 

The HRTF is a complicated function and not easily manipulated, but it contains strong 

general trends, which can be studied on a spherical model of the human head. For a 17.5 cm 

diameter rigid sphere and comparing a 30
0
 incidence to a 0

0
 incidence, we observe that the 

sound pressure at high frequencies is 3.3 dB higher than at low frequencies for a point on the 

sphere where the ear canal entrance would be. [18] – [21]  The Sphere-RTF has a broad and 
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irregular transition region between 400 Hz and 7 kHz, Fig.9. Empirically, a simple -3.3 dB 

RC shelving-lowpass filter centered at 1.8 kHz provided the right amount of high frequency 

attenuation to an otherwise flat and near constant directivity dipolar loudspeaker, in order 

not to sound overly bright and to increase focus and depth of the phantom source [22]. The 

particular filter was found to work optimally for this loudspeaker in several different rooms 

and for different listeners. Both commercial recordings and known test recordings confirmed 

the desirability of the equalization for greater naturalness of the auditory scene.  

2.2.6. Controlling phantom source placement  

The monaural phantom source can be panned between left and right loudspeakers by 

changing either the relative volume level of the loudspeakers or by adding delay to one or 

the other channel, Fig. 10. The Duplex Theory of directional hearing, in which inter-aural 

time differences (ITD) dominate at low frequencies and level differences (ILD) at high 

frequencies, partially explains the phantom source behavior. Also, level panning affects the 

tonality of the phantom source, because the HRTF amplitude changes at the ears. In delay 

panning only the phase is shifted at the ears of a centrally positioned listener. Source location 

panning is the standard method for producing a recording where many microphones have 

been used to record individual instruments, voices or groups. This technique captures 

acoustic sub-spaces around individual sources, which cannot be readily combined into a 

natural and believable sense of space around the performers. Also depth is usually missing as 

phantom sources are layered upon each other. [23] – [25] 

 

 

(a)   (b)   

 

Figure 10: Amplitude or delay panning of a source to any position between  

two loudspeakers (a). Amplitude or time differences required  

to pan a source to 10
0
, 20

0
 and 30

0
 off-center (b).  

 

2.3.    The room and its effects upon the stereo presentation 

Stereo loudspeakers are typically listened to in rooms, not outdoors. Loudspeakers are 

usually designed for a flat on-axis frequency response, but when measured in a room at the 

listening position and over a 50 ms time window, they rarely exhibit a flat response. The 

reason is, of course, the reverberation of the loudspeaker emissions as sound is reflected 

from surfaces and objects in the room and as modal resonances build up. Often it is naively 

assumed that the response should be simply equalized to flat at the listening position using a 

DSP device, but this ignores the processing capabilities of our brain. We are very familiar 

with detecting and drawing information from sounds in reflective spaces and must therefore 

be careful how we interfere, if we want to hear a natural sounding auditory scene with 
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minimal brain processing of artifacts and therefore untiringly. Reflections can be useful to 

stereo sound reproduction, if they have common place characteristics. We like neither an 

anechoic chamber nor a reverberation chamber for listening to music or voice. Between 

those two extremes and more towards the live end around RT60 = 500 ms, lies the optimum, 

but there is more to reflections than their reverberation time, particularly in acoustically 

small spaces like most listening rooms. [26], [27] 

2.3.1. Hiding the room perceptually 

A single loudspeaker for monaural reproduction should be omni-directional so that it sounds 

the same from every location in the room. Not only the direct signal from the loudspeaker 

exhibits a flat frequency response at every location, but the reflections and the reverberant 

soundfield are also essentially frequency independent, being copies of the direct sound. The 

response in a 50 ms time window, as measured with a microphone at a specific point in 

space, will not be flat due to interference between direct, reflected and standing sound 

waves.  

 

If two stereo loudspeakers with frequency independent radiation pattern are placed in the 

room such that they are at least 1 m distant from large adjacent surfaces and objects, then the 

reflected sounds will be more than 6 ms delayed compared to the direct sound at the “sweet 

spot” for listening. It appears that such time gap is sufficient for the brain to lift the auditory 

scene stimulated by the direct left and right loudspeaker signal streams from the streams of 

room signals that also impinge upon the ears. The loudspeaker and listener configuration 

must be symmetrical with respect to left and right room boundaries. Surfaces behind the 

loudspeakers, in front of the listener, should be primarily diffusive. The space behind the 

listener should be primarily absorptive. Side wall reflections should not be absorbed. If the 

room talks back in the same voice, with similar spectral content to the direct loudspeaker 

sound, then the room is of background interest and we adjust our acoustic horizon to focus 

on the auditory scene formed by the direct sound and its spatial information content. Thus 

we hear the recording venue, develop an auditory image of it as individual instruments or 

groups illuminate the venue space and it responds by reverberation. The venue space can 

sound larger and have more depth than the listening room in which we sit.  

2.3.2. Hearing the room 

An example will illustrate our ability to tune out the room. Record from the “sweet spot” the 

sound of your stereo loudspeakers in your room while listening to a CD track using 

microphones as in Fig. 11, [28].  Next play this recording back through the loudspeakers and 

compare the reproduction to what you heard before.  

 

You will hear the loudspeakers in your room, similar to hearing an orchestra in a concert hall 

on a CD. You no longer can remove your room from the presentation as you did when you 

listened to the CD track initially. You may also note noises in your room that you were not 

aware of, or how spectrally colored the loudspeakers are. You now hear how the micro-

phones have sampled spatial information for two fixed points, which is insufficient for the 

brain to fully reconstruct a 3-dimensional auditory scene. Head-tracking would have been 

needed.  
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Figure 11: Recording with microphones on the sides of the head, excluding the pinna. 

 

2.3.3. Hiding the stereo loudspeakers perceptually 

In order to hide the room behind the acoustic horizon the loudspeakers must first illuminate 

the room uniformly at all frequencies. This can only be accomplished with an acoustically 

small source. [29] [30]  The radiation pattern could be omni-directional (monopolar), dipolar 

or cardioid, but there are practical considerations, which favor a dipole [31]. The typical 

figure-of-eight radiation pattern of a dipole can be maintained down to the lowest 

frequencies. The directionality reduces the excitation of room resonance modes. The total 

power radiated into the room is 4.8 dB less for a dipole than for a monopole at the identical 

on-axis sound pressure level. The room is less engaged because the intensity of illumination 

is reduced compared to the monopole, yet spectrally neutral, Fig. 12. A dipole loudspeaker 

employs an open baffle, thus there is no energy storage inside an enclosure and re-radiation 

of airborne energy through resonant vibrations of the enclosure walls and through the driver 

cone. The typical box loudspeaker, which is omni-directional at low frequencies and 

increasingly forward radiating as frequency increases, often suffers from box radiation 

issues. Radiation pattern and box radiation are responsible for the generic loudspeaker sound 

that most people are familiar with and expect to hear. Box loudspeakers often fails to 

reproduce the open sound of natural acoustic sources and events.  

 

 
 

Figure 12: A typical box loudspeaker L is omni-directional at low frequencies and becomes 

increasingly forward directional at higher frequencies. A dipole loudspeaker R can have a 

frequency independent radiation pattern. 
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For the loudspeaker not to stand out in the experienced auditory scene it must not add sounds 

of its own, whether due to energy storage or intermodulation distortion. It must be able to 

handle the softest and loudest passages effortlessly, while generating near realistic sound 

pressure levels. 

2.3.4. Phantom source distance & space 

The loudspeakers are hidden when the real signals from left and right loudspeakers have 

merged with the phantom sources in a spatial continuum that is not hard-bounded by the 

loudspeakers. Spectrally similar room reflections allow the auditory scene to be dominated 

by the direct loudspeaker signals, which carry information about the recorded acoustic event 

in its spatial context. The auditory scene becomes 3-dimensional, located behind the 

loudspeakers, with depth, width and even some height. In many cases it can only be a 

miniaturization of reality, as heard from a distance. Indeed the volume control acts as the 

auditory scene‟s size and distance control and its program specific setting is critical to obtain 

a believable auditory scene, one that creates full enjoyment. 

 

2.4.    Recording for stereo 

A loudspeaker radiation pattern and room setup that fully exploits the potential in the stereo 

format brings out the desire to hear recordings, which capture the musical instruments and 

voices in their natural setting, and as one might have been experienced when attending the 

concert performance. Two signal channels are available for transporting the recording from 

the venue to the living room. Two microphones should suffice to capture a natural and 

spatially believable auditory scene [32], but some musical instruments may not be rendered 

with sufficient clarity, requiring additional microphones, Fig. 13. The output from the added 

microphones must be mixed into left and right channels to add phantom sources in phantom 

locations between and behind left and right stereo loudspeakers.  

 

(a)    (b)  

 

Figure 13: Recording with two microphones from an audience perspective (a).  

Recording multiple unfamiliar perspectives of an orchestra, which are down-mixed to two 

channels (b). 

 

Spatial integration of the added sources into the auditory scene that was established by the 

two primary microphones is a difficult task, if the recording engineer works with monitor 

loudspeakers and a setup that cannot show him what is happening and what a consumer with 
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a state-of-the-art stereo system will hear in his living room. I must assume that monitoring 

the recording has its weaknesses; otherwise I cannot believe that the spatial incongruity that I 

often hear in commercial recordings has been intentional. 

2.4.1. Perspective and distance of the reproduced Auditory Scene 

When loudspeakers are designed properly and set up in a room in such a way that both, 

loudspeakers and room, are no longer recognized in the auditory scene, then it becomes 

possible to make meaningful comparisons between the auditory scene experienced at a live 

concert and its reproduction in the living room. Such comparisons are important to me when 

I evaluate loudspeakers, their setup and room influences. Seen from the “sweet spot” „A‟ in 

my room the two loudspeakers subtend a 60
0
 angle, Fig. 14. The phantom source will 

essentially occupy this angle in front of me and it will not be closer than the distance to the 

real sources of sound, the two loudspeakers. In the concert hall the musicians, the sources of 

sound, are seen at a 60
0
 angle from seat „X‟. Let us make a recording from this location with 

small omni-directional microphones placed on each side of the head, Fig. 11. Later, left and 

right microphone signals are fed to left and right loudspeakers without any further 

processing and listened to from location A. The signal streams from the two loudspeakers 

contain ILD and ITD cues for angular positions within the auditory scene, as well as some 

distance, elevation and HRTF cues.      

 

 

 
(a) (b)  

 

Figure 14: The 60
0
 angle of perspective in a concert hall (a) and in a living room (b).  

The distances to the orchestra are about 10 times larger than to the loudspeakers.  
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The rear hemisphere and much of the side sounds that the microphones picked up will now 

be heard coming from the front, in addition to the orchestra. Thus there will be more hall 

sound in the reproduced auditory scene then was probably heard live. The direct-to-

reverberant sound ratio has been reduced. The ear-brain perceptual processor performs a 

running correlation between left and right eardrum signal streams to locate sound sources in 

phantom space and to recognize its spatial attributes of width, depth, height and continuity. 

This is an immediate learning process as different sound sources illuminate parts of that 

space.  

 

Amplitude and timing differences between the signals streams at the ears, their amplitude 

envelopes and spectrum are decoded in the brain to place phantom sources in locations 

between the loudspeakers. Stream content that cannot be mapped between the loudspeakers 

is lumped into left and right loudspeakers as monaural sources. It is not clear how the 

auditory scene is affected by this. 

  

Distance and size of the auditory scene are playback volume dependent. The auditory scene 

moves closer with increasing volume, it becomes larger and more detailed. There is a limit 

to the maximum volume setting, when the perceived distance to the auditory scene becomes 

incongruous with its loudness and size. Listening from location „B‟ will not increase the 

maximum acceptable volume setting significantly. It will merge the auditory scene into the 

room with a loss of imaging precision and detail. Listening from location „C‟ is more 

immersive into the auditory scene and actually my preferred seat for this type of head-related 

recording. 

  

In the concert hall location „Y‟ and the last four rows of chairs are underneath the balcony. 

From here the orchestra and hall are seen as through a very wide and open window. I am 

aware of being in a smaller space with a low ceiling listening out into a larger space. This is 

also audible when listening to a recording from this area of the hall. In general, a sense of 

height is captured with this simple recording technique, which adds to the realism of the 

auditory scene reproduced at „A‟. Location „Z‟ and closer to the orchestra produce a very 

unbalanced auditory scene because musicians are visually hidden and distances to them vary 

greatly. Commercial recordings in this hall typically use a large number of microphones 

hanging above different sections and instruments of the orchestra. A widely spaced pair 

above row „D‟ picks up hall sound. Recordings here have won prestigious awards.  

 

3. Conclusions 

Stereo recording, reproduction in a room and hearing must be treated at as a continuum in 

order to obtain optimum auditory results. Stereo is based upon and relies upon our natural 

hearing processes, which are capable of creating a believable auditory scene in the mind, 

even when the air pressure signal streams at the eardrums do not represent the physics of a 

naturally familiar acoustic event. We must cooperate by hiding loudspeakers and room from 

perception by proper design and by recording sound as it exists in space naturally. Such a 

stereo system can be used to recreate art and to create art to its fullest, because the recording 

engineer/producer knows the outcome. Stereo in its purest form is about recording real 

sources and reproducing them over two loudspeakers in a room as phantom sources, without 

hearing room and loudspeakers, while generating a believable illusion of sound sources in 
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their spatial context. Timbre, localization and spaciousness are essential contributors to a 

satisfying auditory experience and should be preserved from recording to reproduction. 
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